WEIRDNESS
PURITY
VIOLATIONS
HARM

\[ A \leftarrow B \quad \text{POSITIVE ASSOC} \]
\[ A \rightarrow B \quad \text{NEGATIVE ASSOC} \]
\[ A \approx B \quad \text{EMPIRICAL EQUIV} \]

SEEING A VULNERABLE PATIENT

FEELING EMPATHY

EMOTION REGULATION

HARM \approx PURITY VIOLATIONS

WEIRDNESS

A \leftarrow B

NEGATIVE ASSOC

«A» - B MODERATION

FEELING EMPATHY \rightarrow «PSYCHOPATHY»

SEEING INTENTION \rightarrow «AUTISM»
FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS

MORAL JUDGMENT

NEGATIVE AFFECT  PERCEIVED HARM  NORM VIOLATION

THINKING AGENT  CAUSING DAMAGE  VULNERABLE PATIENT
1: CHILDREN ARE VERY SALIENT MORAL PATIENTS (Schein, Goranson & Gray, 2016)
1: Anger and disgust are highly overlapping (Cameron, Lindquist, & Gray, 2015)
2: Perceived agency, causation & patiency are mutually reinforcing (Dyadic Completion; Gray, Schein, & Ward, 2014)
3. Correlation between Authority and Purity, $r = .80$ (Fig 3; Graham et al., 2011)
   and correlation between Purity and RWA, $r = .70$ (Table 7; Graham et al., 2011)